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8. Overview of Business Use Cases
The following provides an overview of the business use cases. This overview is
intended to help the reader compare and contrast the different business use
cases provided. The business use cases provided are hard to dispute. There are
likely other business use cases which are not shown. Each business use case
listed is provided for one or more specific reasons to highlight one or more unique
characteristics which it posses.
The business use cases tend to be financial reporting related. This is true for two
reasons. First, that is where the primary use of XBRL is right now and I am a
CPA trying to show other CPAs how to work with XBRL within the domain of
financial reporting. Second, most business users understand financial reporting
enough to understand these examples. It should be quite easy for a business
user to take the principles articulated in these financial reporting related business
use cases and apply those principles to the practice of modelling other areas of
business reporting.
Here is a summary of the business use cases.
#

Title

Description

BUC01

Flat Hierarchy

BUC02

Nested Hierarchy

BUC03

Simple Roll Up

BUC04

Nested Roll Up

BUC05

Inverted Roll Up

BUC06

Multiple Roll Ups

BUC07

Simple Roll Forward

BUC08

Complex Roll
Forward
Simple Compound
Fact

BUC10

Repeating Fact

BUC11

Multiple Periods
Compound Fact

BUC12

Roll Forward in
Compound Fact

Metapattern. One level flat hierarchy. No
computations.
Variation of hierarchy. Multi-level nested
hierarchy. No computations.
Metapattern. Simple hierarchy of numeric
facts with a roll up type of computation.
Computation where A + B + n = Total.
Variation of roll up. Nesting one roll up inside
another roll up.
Variation of roll up. Multi-level nested roll up.
Multiple levels of nested roll ups.
Variation of roll up. One total rolled up in
more than one way forcing roll ups to be
expressed within separate networks.
Metapattern. Simple roll forward of one
balance. Also known as movement analysis.
Reconciles the changes between two balances,
beginning balance + changes = ending
balance.
Variation of Roll Forward. Roll forward of
multiple balances which roll up.
Metapattern. Set of facts which go together to
form a compound fact. Facts are held together
by an axis.
Variation of Compound Fact. Similar to simple
compound fact, points out that fact can
repeat.
Variation of Compound Fact. Simple
compound fact which has more than one
period disclosed within the compound fact.
Variation of Roll Forward. Roll forward within a
compound fact.

BUC13

Nested Compound
Fact

Variation of Compound Fact. Compound fact
nested within another compound fact.

BUC09
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#

Title

Description

BUC14

Reconciliation of
Balance

BUC15

Adjustment

BUC16

Variance

BUC17

Complex
Computation

BUC24

Text Block

BUC25

Prose

BUC26

Escaped XHTML

BUC27

Using JSON

BUC28

General Comment

BUC30

Classes

BUC31

Class Properties

BUC32

Grid

BUC34

Pivot Table

BUC35

Grouped Report

Variation of Roll Up. Reconciliation of a
balance with another balance. (Note that this
is not a roll forward.)
Metapattern. Reconciles an originally stated
balance to a restated balance, the adjustment
being the total change, between two different
report dates such as a prior period
adjustment.
Metapattern. Reconciles some reporting
scenario with another reporting scenario, the
variance between reporting scenarios being
the variance or changes such as the variance
between actual and budget.
Metapattern. A complex computation
information model can be thought of as a
hierarchy plus a set of commutations between
different concepts within that hierarchy which
are challenging to model as the parent/child
relations.
Metapattern. Modelling of what could be
modelled as some other information model as
one fact. By definition a text block is one fact.
Variation of text block. Information which
contains multiple paragraphs, schedules, lists
etc. which should appear in a particular order
or sequence to be meaningful.
Variation of text block. Same as prose or text
block. Points out how escaped XHTML can be
used to report a fact or set of facts.
Variation of text block. Same information
contained in the simple compound fact
expressed using the JSON syntax.
A comment or footnote which expands on or
provided additional information for some
reported fact.
Shows how concepts can be related to other
concepts and points out the differences
between modelling something as a concept
and as the member of an axis.
Shows how concepts related to other concepts
can be expressed making the use of an [Axis].
A grid information model is a pseudo
metapattern which uses the presentation
characteristics of the columns and rows of a
table to model information. (Not
recommended)
A set of facts comprised of a single concept
which is characterized by one or more axis.
Information set is similar to a pivot table.
Variation of Compound Fact. Table which
contains multiple axis which are used to
provide information for a complex information
set.
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#

Title

Description

BUC36

Flow

BUC41

Restatement

BUC42

Reissue Report

BUC43

Reclassification

BUC44

Reason Not
Reported

BUC99

Non Financial
Information

Shows the notion of flow or
ordering/sequencing of different tables within
a business report and how the ordering or
sequencing is important and can be achieved.
Financial reporting use case of a restatement
of income resulting from prior period error or
change in accounting policy.
Financial reporting use case of the reissuance
of a report which has already been issued.
Financial reporting use case of the
reclassification of prior period line items of a
report to conform to current period
classifications.
A specific type of comment or footnote which
explains why a fact has not been reported.
Points out that footnotes can be differentiated
using roles.
Shows that there is no difference between
expressing financial and non-financial
information.

[CSH: Add domain partition aggregation model use case examples.]

8.1. Business Use Case Documentation
The following is an overview of what is provided for each business use case in the
next section which covers each use case in detail.


Visual Example: The visual example provides a common rendering of the
information articulated by the use case. This is a rendering is what the
business use case might look like on paper.



Metapatterns employed: The metapatterns employed section provides a
summary of the one or more metapatterns which are employed within the
business use case.



Description: The description provides a brief, concise narrative of the
business use case and key points which we would like to bring to your
attention.



Overview of report elements and relations: An overview visualization
of the report elements and relations of the business use case.



Important
characteristics
and
dynamics:
The
important
characteristics section provides a summary of the important characteristics
and dynamics which you should be focused on when looking at the specific
business use case. This section focuses on and points out subtle, intimate
details of the business use case and how it is different from other use
cases.



Basic automated rendering: The automated rendering provides
rendering of the information in its basic form sans any unnecessary
presentation. Different preparers and consumers of information may have
different preferences; however the basic model of the information should
be understandable to everyone. Meeting each possible preference is not
the goal here, showing a basic understandable rendering of the model is
what is shown. Multiple renderings are shown using freely available
rendering solftware.
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The documentation in this section is not intended to provide all the details of each
business use case. For the details one must rely on the actual XBRL instance,
XBRL taxonomy, and other supporting files. The information above is intended to
provide the key information which is helpful in grasping the essential
understanding from the documentation which will help you dig into the details
within the actual files.

8.2. Business Use Case Files and Reports
All the additional details are provided in physical files which can be read in place
on the web or downloaded and used locally. The following URL provides a
summary of all business use cases in a number of forms including a readable
HTML page, an RSS feed for creating an automated process for reading the files
and a ZIP archive for downloading all business use cases. This information can
be found here:
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/Index.html

This is an explanation of the information for each business use case which can be
found by clicking on each use case and following it to the index file for that use
case which looks like the following (this shows the Simple Roll Up business use
case as an example of each use case):

This is an explanation of each item on the index page:
A. Use Case Name: Provides the unique name of the business use case.
B. Description: Provides a concise description of the business use case. Also
indicates if the use case is a metapattern, a variation of a metapattern, or
other useful information.
C. Visual example: Provides a JPEG image for the business use case.
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D. Visual example file: Provides links to PDF and JPEG versions of the
visual example of the business use case.
E. Report elements: Provides a human readable HTML version and an
computer readable XML version of the report elements of the business use
case.
F. Report element relations: Provides a link to the taxonomy schema file
(XSD) of the XBRL taxonomy. Note that all other files are linked to that
taxonomy schema and will be read by loading that file. Also provided are
an HTML rendering of the relations between the report elements and a
computer readable XML version of those relations.
G. Report: Provides a link to the XBRL instance file, a human readable HTML
version of the fact tables within that business use case, a computer
readable XML version of the fact table, and a prototype HTML version of
the rendering of that fact table.
H. Business Rules: Provides business rules for use case including XBRL
Formula file, XBRL Formula validation results (HTML), business rules in
human readable form (HTML), and XBRL calculation validation results
(HTML).
I.

XBRL technical syntax validation results: Provides XBRL technical
syntax validation results (XBRL instance, XBRL taxonomy, XBRL
Dimensions, XBRL calculations) from two software vendors; UBmatrix and
XBRL Cloud (as a double-check).

J. Recap/Examination prototype tool/viewer: Provides a battery of
reports which organize the information above into an easier to read
format.
K. ZIP Archive with all files: Provides a ZIP archive of all the files above
for easy download.

8.3. Background Understanding Required
Trying to work with these business use cases without the proper background
material would be like trying to learn about algebra or geometry without
understanding the notion of what a number is, not understanding how to count,
and not understanding the basics of mathematics. There are steps in the learning
process and you cannot skip any steps. Another way to say this is that there are
no short cuts.
To get the most out of these business use cases it is important to work through
certain information as necessary background and foundational material. The
following sections are important:


Understanding Important Key Terms as it defines the terminology used
throughout the use cases.



Overview of Logical Model as it establishes the logical model used by each
business use case.



Understanding the Multidimensional Model as it establishes terminology
used by the logical model and logical model report elements.



Information Model Metapatterns is not necessarily required, however this
section provides an understanding of the fundamental metapatterns which
make up each business use case.



Domain Partition Aggregation Models as this helps understand the
relations between the members of a domain of an axis.
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Lastly, it is important that the reader understand that there are two important
pieces which are not covered by the business use cases. First, each business use
case is a small example, consciously created as a standalone unit to make
understanding of the use case as easy as possible. However, the different
sections of a business report can be related. These relations are covered in the
Comprehensive Example section of this document. Second, there are some
special or specific modelling considerations which are not addressed within the
business use cases. These are all covered in the section Special or Specific
Modelling Considerations, rather than complicating the business use cases with
these ideas.
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9. Business Use Cases
This section explores each of the business use cases summarized in the previous
section. Please be sure to become familiar with the previous section and the
additional background material pointed to in that section.
Keep the following thought in the back of your mind as you work through this
material: Mathematics is used in accounting, engineering, medicine, architecture,
science, and other domains. Yet mathematics is exactly the same in each
domain, it is only applied solving different domain problems. This is likewise the
case for the business use cases covered by this section; they are applicable to
many types of financial or non financial business reporting.
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9.1. BUC01 - Flat Hierarchy
The Flat Hierarchy business use case shows how to model information which has
no computation type relations but does have some sort of relationship. In this
case the hierarchy has only one level, it is flat.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC01-FlatHierarchy/Index.html

9.1.1.Visual Example

9.1.2.Metapattern(s) employed
Hierarchy
9.1.3.Description
Financial highlights reported by an organization are a good example of a flat
hierarchy. The key idea here is to show that pieces of information have
relationships, but those relationships can be quite basic in nature. In this case
some set of numbers is articulated as a flat list of facts which make up the
financial highlights an entity desires to disclose.
9.1.4.Overview of report elements and relations

9.1.5.Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


This use case reports six facts for five periods, a total of 30 pieces of
information or facts.



This use case shows all numeric information, although there are two types
of numeric information: monetary and pure values.
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The concepts are for the most part unrelated, coming from different parts
of a financial statement. By unrelated we mean no numeric relationship or
computation and no deeper hierarchy, the information is simply one flat
list of facts which are reported.



The facts reported all relate to the consolidated entity, this is made explicit
by the “Legal Entity [Axis]” which has a value of “Consolidated Entity
[Member]” for each fact reported.



The “Financial Highlights [Table]” pulls the one [Axis] and the six concepts
which make up the [Line Items] together.



Note that while not present on the [Table], the “Reporting Entity [Axis]”
(i.e. Sample Company) and “Period [Axis]” (the five years shown) do in
fact exist; they are required by the XBRL technical syntax.

9.1.6.Basic automated rendering
Prototype rendering:

Firefox XBRL Viewer rendering:
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XBRL Cloud Viewer rendering:

Note that the different viewers put the period in different orders (left to right or
right to left).
Note that the XBRL Cloud viewer does not make it clear that the Average Number
of Employees is (a) a different units and (b) scaled differently.
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9.2. BUC02 – Nested Hierarchy
The Nested Hierarchy business use case is a variation of a hierarchy. It adds to
the flat hierarchy in that it adds an additional layer of nesting or another level to
the hierarchy. As you look at the visual example, think about how it looks similar
to the outline view of a Microsoft Word document.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC02NestedHierarchy/Index.html

9.2.1.Visual Example

9.2.2.Metapattern(s) employed
Hierarchy
9.2.3.Description
The Nested Hierarchy builds on the Flat Hierarchy business use case, introducing
the notion that a hierarchy can have one or more sub-hierarchies. There is no
way to differentiate the sub-hierarchies into any sort of category or meaning.
Another way to say this is that the nesting really has no formal meaning. Many
times meaning of the nesting is erroneously implied by model creators or model
users.
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9.2.4.Overview of report elements and relations

9.2.5.Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


The Flat Hierarchy shows a flat hierarchy which contains all numbers. In
contrast, Nested Hierarchy business use case shows a nested hierarchy of
text. There is really very little difference between these two use cases
other than the number of nesting levels.



A hierarchy can be created to any depth, having any number of levels.
There are pros and cons to adding or not adding levels.



When modelling a hierarchy, ask yourself “Why am I making this a child of
this concept rather than a sibling?” Some reason to make a concept a
child or a sibling of another concept should exist.

9.2.6.Basic automated rendering
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9.3. BUC03 - Simple Roll Up
The Simple Roll Up business use case shows how to model what is commonly
referred to as a roll up. A roll up is simply two or more concepts which add up to
a third concept: Concept A + Concept B + “n concept”= Total concept.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC03-SimpleRollUp/Index.html

9.3.1.Visual Example

9.3.2.Metapattern(s) employed
Roll Up
9.3.3.Description
The Roll Up business use case introduces the notion of numeric relations between
concepts. In the case of a Roll Up computation, several concepts add up to some
total concept. Basically, a Roll Up builds on a Hierarchy in that it adds the
business rules of the computation to the hierarchy of concepts. Roll ups can be
expressed using XBRL calculations.
9.3.4.Overview of report elements and relations

9.3.5.Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


A Roll Up articulates the relations: A + B + n = Total, where n means any
number of concepts.



A Roll Up may have only one total concept.
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The relation may be + or – (plus or minus).



Notice that all of the concepts in this Roll Up business use case have a
balance type of DEBIT.



The business rules for a roll up can also be expressed using XBRL formula.
One advantage of using XBRL formula is that a tolerance can be added to
the computation.

9.3.6.Basic automated rendering
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9.4. BUC04 - Nested Roll Up
The Nested Roll Up business use case is a variation of the Roll Up business use
case where one or more additional roll ups are contained within another roll up,
effectively nesting roll ups.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC04-NestedRollUp/Index.html

9.4.1.Visual Example

9.4.2.Metapattern(s) employed
Roll Up
9.4.3.Description
A Nested Roll Up builds on the Roll Up showing that a Roll Up may contain other
Roll Ups. Nested roll ups can be looked at as basically sub totals. In this example,
the grand total Income Tax Expense (Benefit) is broken down by the sub totals
Current and Deferred. Each of those sub totals is broken down by its Foreign and
Domestic components.
Alternatively, the sub totals could have been Foreign and Domestic with those sub
totals then broken down by their Current and Deferred components. Or, both of
these breakdowns could have been provided, see the Multiple Roll Ups use case.
9.4.4.Overview of report elements and relations
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9.4.5.Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


A Roll Up can have another Roll Up nested within it.



Any depth of nesting is allowed.



Alternatively, the subtotal could have been foreign/domestic and the
breakdown current/deferred; however, a choice was made here to provide
only this subtotalling. Another alternative would be to provide both
approaches to totalling the information.

9.4.6.Basic automated rendering
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9.5. BUC05 - Inverted Roll Up
The Inverted Roll Up business use case points out that roll ups can appear to be
inverted. This business use case is really no different than a Roll Up other than it
has a number of nested roll ups creating what amounts to a very deep nesting.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC05-InvertedRollUp/Index.html

9.5.1.Visual Example

9.5.2.Metapattern(s) employed
Roll Up
9.5.3.Description
An Inverted Roll Up again builds on the Roll Up and Nested Roll Up showing what
amounts to a more complex nesting which makes the Roll Up look inverted, or
up-side-down.
The presentation of the information articulated within a Roll Up is dependent on
the software application which is generating the presentation. There is nothing in
XBRL which says Roll Ups need to be presented up-side-down. However, many
software interfaces do work this way.
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9.5.4.Overview of report elements and relations

9.5.5.Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


There is no real difference between a Roll Up, a Nested Roll Up, and an
Inverted Roll Up other than the number of nesting levels.



Notice in this use case that the concepts are both debits and credits. The
weight in the XBRL calculations determines whether the relation is additive
or subtractive in nature.



There is a relation between the balance type of a concept and the weight
which is used when expressing an XBRL calculation. There is no relation
between the balance type and the presentation of the concept as positive
or negative. Many business users get confused by this and believe that
there is a relation.



Software interfaces are free to present information as positive or negative.
Automated processes need clarity about the polarity of numeric values
relative to other numeric values.



Numeric concepts which do not have a balance type must have the
polarity of the concept defined within the concept’s documentation to
make the polarity clear.



Creators of a taxonomy can use different preferred label roles to help
indicate how a software application should render the information, helping
to make the choice to show either a positive or negative value.
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9.5.6.Basic automated rendering
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9.6. BUC06 - Multiple Roll Ups
The Multiple Roll Ups business use case is a variation of a Roll Up where one
concept is the total concept of two or more unique Roll Ups. Basically because the
one total concept aggregates in more than one way, then multiple networks must
be used to separate the roll ups.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC06-MultipleRollUps/Index.html

9.6.1.Visual Example

9.6.2.Metapattern(s) employed
Roll Up
9.6.3.Description
The Multiple Roll Ups business use case points out that a concept might have any
number of ways to break down a total concept. To avoid conflicts, these different
computations need to be (i.e. MUST be) separated into different networks.
Networks can be thought of in the same way that broadcast networks send
signals using different frequencies in order to separate the different television
channels so the signals do not conflict. In this example, Trade and Other
Receivables, Net is aggregated in three different ways: by component, by
net/gross, and by current/noncurrent.
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9.6.4.Overview of report elements and relations

9.6.5.Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


Different aggregations of the same number need to be put into separate
and distinct networks in order to avoid modelling conflicts.



Be sure to keep the presentation, calculation, and definition networks
synchronized in order to be clear as to which set of aggregations go with
which set of breakdowns (i.e. presentation, calculation, definition for each
set should be the same network role).

9.6.6.Basic automated rendering
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9.7. BUC07 - Simple Roll Forward
The Simple Roll Forward business use case shows how to model a very common
information model found in financial reporting: the roll forward or sometimes
called a movement analysis. A roll forward reconciles an ending balance with a
beginning balance via one or more changes in the balance. The business rule
equation for a roll forward is: beginning balance + changes to the balance =
ending balance.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC07SimpleRollForward/Index.html

9.7.1.Visual Example

9.7.2.Metapattern(s) employed
Roll Forward, Roll up
9.7.3.Description
The Simple Roll Forward introduces a different type of computation, different from
the Roll Up. A Roll Forward is a reconciliation of a balance between two different
points in time (i.e. Period [Axis]). The equation of a roll forward is: Beginning
balance + Changes = Ending Balance. The beginning and ending balance is
always the same concept at two different points in time, period is different for the
two balances. The changes relate to the period between the two balances. The
data types of all concepts involved in a roll forward are the same.
A roll forward can contain only one change represented by a total concept. That
total could be represented by a roll up which breaks down the details of the
changes. In this business use case there is one change concept and the details of
the changes aggregate to that total using a roll up. The changes is detailed to be
Additions, Disposals, and Translation Difference within the roll up of changes.
Alternatively, this could have been modelled without the total and Additions,
Disposals and Translation Difference would each be changes between the
beginning and ending balance. Semantically, the two approaches are equivalent.
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9.7.4.Overview of report elements and relations

9.7.5.Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


A Roll Forward always reconciles a concept balance between two different
points in time. The balance is always an instant, the changes are always
durations or for some period of time.



A Roll Forward computation cannot be expressed using XBRL calculations
because all XBRL calculations must be within the exact same context. The
balance concept is at two different points in time, therefore two different
contexts. Further, the changes are in a third context.



XBRL Formulas can be used to create a business rule to validate a Roll
Forward computation.



There are two approaches to showing the polarity of the numbers for the
changes of a roll forward. One approach is for the rendering engine to
leverage the balance attribute value to determine if it should be shown as
a positive or negative. A second approach, required if the concepts have
no balance attribute, is to use a negated label role to indicate that the sign
of a presented change should be flipped.

9.7.6.Basic automated rendering

Note that the rendering above puts each period’s roll forward one on top of the
other. Also note that the balance attribute was used to properly format the
numbers as positive or negative within the roll forward rendering.
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Above is another approach to rendering a roll forward, this time side-by-side.
Again, the balance attribute was used to render the numbers correctly.

Above is a third rendering of the same roll forward. Note that the rendering is not
what you would have expected. This is because the rendering application does
not take advantage of an understanding of the roll forward information model to
format the rendering as you would expect to see it. Secondly, the rending
application does not leverage the metadata of the information being presented, in
this case the balance attribute value.
In the third rendering, all the information is presented, but not in a format which
allows the consumer of the information to easily read the information.
The point here is that the renderings are determined by two things. First, the
metadata available to be leveraged and second, the rendering applications use of
that metadata in generating that rendering.
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9.8. BUC08 - Complex Roll Forward
The Complex Roll Forward business use case shows how to model what amounts
to several Roll Forwards combined into one set of information.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC08ComplexRollForward/Index.html

9.8.1.Visual Example

9.8.2.Metapattern(s) employed
Roll Forward, Roll up
9.8.3.Description
The Complex Roll Forward builds on the Simple Roll Forward, adding multiple Roll
Forwards which then aggregate to a Roll Forward of the total. In the example,
Roll Forwards for Land; Buildings, Net; Furniture and Fixtures, Net; Other
Property, Plant and Equipment, Net aggregate to the Roll Forward of the total
Property, Plant and Equipment.
Note the roll ups, expressed as XBRL calculations, which tie the individual roll
forwards to the total roll forward.
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9.8.4.Overview of report elements and relations

9.8.5.Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


The Roll Ups for the changes can be expressed and validated using XBRL
calculations.



The Roll Up of each balance concept for individual classes of Property,
Plant and Equipment to the total for Property, Plant and Equipment, Net
can likewise be expressed using XBRL calculations. For example: Land +
Buildings, Net + Furniture and Fixtures, Net + Other Property, Plant and
Equipment, Net = Property, Plant and Equipment, Net for 2008, 2009, and
2010.



The Roll Up of each change can also be expressed. For example, Additions
for each class of Property, Plant and Equipment aggregates to the concept
for all categories of Property, Plant and Equipment, Net, Additions. This
relation can be seen horizontally in the example.
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A business rule expressed using XBRL Formula is used to make sure the
roll forward properly reconciles: beginning balance + total changes =
ending balance for each class of PPE and for total PPE.



Note that the classes of Property, Plant and Equipment could have been
presented in the rows and the different balances and changes expressed in
the columns. Transposing the information in this way does not change the
semantics of the information, it is purely the preference of the consumer
of the information. Changing the rows and columns would not change how
the information is modelled.



Note that if each class of PPE were modelled as a [Member] the total
number of concepts within the model would be significantly reduced.

9.8.6.Basic automated rendering
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9.9. BUC09 - Simple Compound Fact
The Simple Compound Fact business use case shows how to model what amounts
set of information which must go together to make any sense. An axis holds the
set together, creating in essence a compound fact.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC09SimpleCompoundFact/Index.html

9.9.1.Visual Example

9.9.2.Metapattern(s) employed
Compound Fact, Hierarchy
9.9.3.Description
The Simple Compound Fact business use case shows the notion of a compound
fact. A compound fact is a set of facts which must go together to make sense. A
compound fact always has an axis which differentiates one set of facts from
another. It could be that multiple axis create a composite set of axis which
uniquely identifies the compound fact, see the Grouped Report business use case.
In this example, the Director [Axis] is used to distinguish one director from the
other and each director from the total for all directors. The Salary; Bonus;
Director Fee; and Options Granted, at Fair Value are provided for each director
and for the total for all directors.
9.9.4.Overview of report elements and relations

9.9.5.Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


A compound fact always has at least one explicit axis (beyond the
reporting entity and period) which uniquely identifies each set of facts.
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A compound fact is like the row of a data base table. The axis for the
compound fact is like the key for the table containing the rows of the
compound fact. If more than one axis is provided, that is like a composite
key for the table.



This Simple Compound Fact business use case introduces the notion of a
domain partition and a domain partition aggregation model. The
computation of the total Salary, as an example, for all directors is NOT a
roll up as each director and the total of all directors are different XBRL
contexts and therefore XBRL calculations cannot be utilized to express this
computation. XBRL Formulas must be used to express the business rule
for the aggregation of information across the Director [Axis]. The facts for
add directors may, or may not, tie to another table within the business
report. In this case, there are no other tables.

9.9.6.Basic automated rendering
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9.10. BUC10 - Repeating Fact
The Repeating Fact business use case is a variation of the compound fact
metapattern which points out that even only one fact can repeat.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC10-RepeatingFact/Index.html

9.10.1. Visual Example

9.10.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Compound Fact, Hierarchy
9.10.3. Description
The Repeating Concept business use case builds on the Simple Compound Fact
use case, pointing out the notion that one fact can act like a compound fact and
repeat.
In this example the subsequent event description repeats. Each subsequent
event is uniquely described by the Subsequent Event [Axis] value or Member.
9.10.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.10.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


Compound facts repeat. You might only have one fact in your business
report, but you might also have any unknown number of such facts, each
differentiated by some [Axis].



In this case, the member of the Subsequent Even [Axis] “Subsequent
Event [Member]” would never be used because subsequent events and in
particular the description would never be aggregated. However, it is the
practice of the US GAAP taxonomy to have such members currently
referred to as a [Domain].
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9.10.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.11. BUC11 - Multiple Periods Compound Fact
The Multiple Periods Compound Fact business use case shows how to model what
amounts to a Compound Fact which is reported for multiple periods within that
one Compound Fact.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC11MultiplePeriodsCompoundFact/Index.html

9.11.1. Visual Example

9.11.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Compound Fact, Hierarchy
9.11.3. Description
The Multiple Periods Compound Fact business use case shows something quite
common in financial reporting which is to provide values for both the current and
prior period to describe some fact. In the screen shot, note that one value is
reported for land area and two values are reported for value, 2010 and 2009.
Note the report elements and relations below for the modelling of the concept
Leasehold Land and Buildings, Value at Cost.
9.11.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.11.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:
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Notice that the current period and prior period are characteristics provided
within the business report by the Period [Axis] rather than modelling each
period within the taxonomy.



Compare and contrast this use case with the Simple Compound Fact use
case.



Note how the information about which state relates to is presented
differently in the presentation rendering (the screen shot above) and the
automated rendering (the screen shot below); the business semantics
remain equivalent.

9.11.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.12. BUC12 - Roll Forward in Compound Fact
The Roll Forward in Compound Fact business use case shows how to model a Roll
Forward which is contained within a Compound Fact. This business use case also
introduces the notion of the negated label role and the component.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC12RollForwardInCompoundFact/Index.html

9.12.1. Visual Example

9.12.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Compound Fact, Roll Forward, Hierarchy
9.12.3. Description
The Roll Forward in Compound Fact shows exactly that, a Roll Forward use case
modelled within a Compound Fact use case. In this business use case the Roll
Forward is part of the set of information which could repeat, in this case there
could be more than one share ownership plan.
Further, the compound fact which could repeat is comprised of two distinct
components: a Hierarchy which contains information about the share ownership
plan and a Roll Forward which reconciles the beginning and ending balance of the
plan.
Finally, within the roll forward are number which do not contain a balance
attribute and therefore to polarity of the numbers, in this case shares, is unknown
unless that information is somehow made available. In this case a negated label
was created and within the relations that preferred label was used. This tells an
application rendering the information to reverse the sign of the fact value when
rendering.
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9.12.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.12.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


In this use case a Roll Forward exists within a Compound Fact, in this case
share ownership plans.



The [Line Items] of the [Table] have two distinct sets or components. You
can think of components as pieces of [Line Items] which are generally
always used together and generally have a different rendering format.



Negated label roles are used to indicate that reductions in shares
outstanding should be rendered as negative values.

9.12.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.13. BUC13 - Nested Compound Fact
The Nested Compound Fact business use case shows how to model what amounts
to two sets of information which are interrelated. Another way to look at this is
to say that there is a master-detail type of relation between two [Table]s. This
business use case also introduces the notion of using custom data type
restrictions to control business report fact values.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC13NestedCompoundFact/Index.html

9.13.1. Visual Example

9.13.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Compound Fact, Hierarchy
9.13.3. Description
The Nested Compound Concept business use case models a compound fact
nested within another compound fact also known as a master-detail type
relationship. Consider that an entity can have zero to many related parties and
that each of those related parties can have zero or many related party
transactions. Those two report relations are modelled in this business use case.
Also, there is a desire to restrict the possible values provided for the types of
related party reported. As such, a custom data type is created for the concept
RepatedPartyType and an enumerated list of values is provided.
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9.13.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.13.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


Notice that each [Table] have the [Axis] Related Party Name [Axis]. It is
this [Axis] which relates to two [Table]s together.



Note that [Table]s should not be physically nested as XBRL Dimensions
does not allow one [Table] to be nested within another [Table].



The type of relationship here is common referred to as a master-detail
relationship, similar to an invoice master table and second table which
contains invoice line items.



Note that the enumerated values provided for Related Party, Type of
Relationship cannot be changed as enumerated lists cannot be extended.

9.13.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.14. BUC14 - Reconciliation of Balance
The Reconciliation of Balance business use case shows how to model a
reconciliation of one balance to another balance and to tie the detailed reconciling
items to the summary. In addition, this business use case introduces the notion
of integrity between the summary and detail information sets.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC14ReconciliationOfBalance/Index.html

9.14.1. Visual Example

9.14.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Roll Up, Hierarchy, Compound Fact
9.14.3. Description
The Reconciliation of Balance business use case reconciles two different concepts
at the same point in time. In the example shown, Cash and Cash Equivalents per
the balance sheet is reconciled to Cash and Cash Equivalents per the cash flow
statement. (The example assumes that the two balances are different as could be
the case with IFRS.) In addition, the summary information ties to detailed
information about the reconciling items.
9.14.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.14.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


The summary information is basically a very simple roll up.
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The detailed information is a compound fact.



The summary [Table] and the detailed [Table] intersect via the
“Reconciling Item Amount” concept and the “Reconciling Item Types, All
Types [Member]”.



The [Axis] must assign dimension-defaults to the “Reconciling Item Type
[Axis]”. In this example, the “Legal Entity [Axis]” was also assigned a
dimension-default.



Compare the XBRL instance and the fact tables, note that the [Axis] do
not physically exist in the XBRL instance, but do exist within the fact
tables.

9.14.6. Basic automated rendering
Summary:

Detail:
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9.15. BUC15 – Adjustment
An adjustment information model reconciles an originally stated balance to a
restated balance, the adjustment being the total change, between two different
report dates.
An adjustment is similar to a roll forward in that it is a
reconciliation, however rather than the Period [Axis] changing; it is the Report
Date [Axis] which changes: originally reported balance + adjustment = restated
balance.
The Adjustment metapattern shows how to model an adjustment to a prior period
financial statement for a change in accounting policy or correction of an error as
defined by financial reporting standards. This same approach can be used for
making adjustments to other beginning balances not related to financial
reporting.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC15-Adjustment/Index.html

9.15.1. Visual Example

9.15.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Adjustment, Roll Up
9.15.3. Description
The example Adjustment above reconciles the Retained Earnings (Accumulated
Losses), Originally Stated in 2009 to its Restated 2009 Beginning Balance via the
Prior Period Adjustments which make up the change. Note that an Adjustment
looks similar in presentation to a roll forward, however it is different in that a
different [Axis] is changing.
An Adjustment can be identified by software applications by the business rule
which computes the adjustment to verify that it is correctly articulated within the
XBRL instance: originally stated + adjustment = restated balance over a changing
Report Date [Axis].
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9.15.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.15.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


An Adjustment reconciles two balances at the same point in time, the first
balance being the originally stated balance and the second the restated
balance.



A common use for an adjustment is reporting an adjustment to retained
earnings for a prior period error or change in accounting policy.



Note that the concepts relating to the adjustment amount are as of a point
in time.



Note that there are two domain partitions.



The adjustments could be from a roll forward or individual adjustments,
for example: originally stated + adjustment1 + adjustment2 +
adjustmentN = restated balance

9.15.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.16. BUC16 – Variance
A variance information model reconciles some reporting scenario with another
reporting scenario, the variance between reporting scenarios being the variance
or changes. For example, a sales analysis which reconciles the concept sales for
the reporting scenarios of actual and budgeted is a variance. The equation in this
case is: actual – budget = variance. But a variance could take other forms such
as a variance from forecast, variance from plan, etc.
A variance is characterised by a changing Reporting Scenario [Axis] and the
information model of a variance could take the form of any information model
such as a hierarchy, roll up, roll forward, etc.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC16-Variance/Index.html

[CSH: I am seeing clues that this might not be a metapattern.]
9.16.1. Visual Example

9.16.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Variance metapattern; many information models could have variance, example
uses Hierarcy
9.16.3. Description
A Variance reconciles two different reporting scenarios differentiated using the
Reporting Scenarios [Axis], in the case here Actual [Member] and Budgeted
[Member], the difference being the variance, or Reporting Scenarios, All
[Member].
A Variance can be identified by software applications by the business rule which
verifies and computes the variance, Actual [Member] + Budgeted [Member] =
Reporting Scenarios, All [Member], all within the Reporting Scenario [Axis].
9.16.4. Overview of report elements and relations
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9.16.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


The Variance use case shows how to report facts for different reporting
scenarios.



The Variance could be combined with many different types of information
models.

9.16.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.17. BUC17 - Complex Computation
A Complex Computation information model can be thought of as a hierarchy plus
a set of commutations between different concepts within that hierarchy which are
challenging to model as the parent/child relations of a graph. The type of
computations can vary significantly, thus the challenging in modelling. For
example, the computation of earnings per share is a complex computation.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC17ComplexComputation/Index.html

9.17.1. Visual Example

9.17.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Complex Computation
9.17.3. Description
Any information set can be modelled as a hierarchy metapattern. A hierarchy is
nothing more than a set of relations. If you add computations to the hierarchy,
indicating that the concepts within that hierarchy have some set of computation
type relations, then you get what is shown in this business use case, a Complex
Computation.
9.17.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.17.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


A complex computation is a hierarchy of concepts, some of which are
numeric and there are computation-type relations between the numeric
concepts.



Many types of computation-type relations can be difficult to express as a
parent-child hierarchy, thus the need to use XBRL formula to express
these business rules.
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9.17.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.18. BUC24 - Text Block
The Text Block business use case shows how one fragment of information or
multiple pieces of information can be put reported together within on “block of
text”, as opposed to modelling the individual pieces of information. Note the
Prose and Escaped XHTML business use cases which expand on this business use
case.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC24-TextBlock/Index.html

9.18.1. Visual Example

9.18.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Text Block
9.18.3. Description
The Text Block business use case shows how information can be communicated
as a “block of text” rather than reporting individual components. The reason this
is referred to as a “text block” is that originally in the US GAAP Taxonomy a text
block was to report literally a block of text. This has subsequently changed and
instead of text, escaped XHTML is reported. The escaped XHTML is converted
into actual XHTML and then the XHTML is rendered. In this example, one concept
is used to communicate information about accounting policies.
Because of formatting considerations and little control over text other than tabs,
spaces, and line feeds; the escaped XHTML is used rather than plain text.
9.18.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.18.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


When a text block is used, one fact value is used to articulate a “block” of
information, rather than breaking the block into individual facts. The up
side is that articulating the information is easier as less work is involved.
The down side is that the user of the information cannot get to the details
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of the block of information, they can only use the set as one unit of
information.
9.18.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.19. BUC25 – Prose
The Prose business use case shows how to model prose or information which has
sophisticated formatting referred to as prose or as narrative such as tables, lists,
paragraphs which should be read in a specific order or sequence.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC25-Prose/Index.html

9.19.1. Visual Example

9.19.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Text Block
9.19.3. Description
The Prose or narrative business use case shows how information can be disclosed
if the ordering of the information matters and if rather than disclosing individual
pieces of information, an entire set of information can be articulated as one fact
value. This use case is similar to the Escaped XHTML and Text Block use cases.
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9.19.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.19.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


Escaped XHTML is used to disclose such prose (rather than normal XHTML)
because XBRL items must not contain mark up. To overcome this
constraint, the mark up characters are escaped, thus converting “<” into
“&lt;” and “>” into “&gt;”.



Conversion from escaped XHTML to normal XHTML is a well understood
process, easily done by software applications.



Other XML formats can be escaped in the same manner, basically allowing
for different types of XML data to be imbedded within XBRL.



Eventually XBRL may be changed to allow specific data types to appear
within specific XBRL data type; for example a specific data type “XHTML”,
not requiring the escaping process to be used.
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9.19.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.20. BUC26 - Escaped XHTML
The Escaped XHTML business use case is a variation of a Text Block and models
how one can make use of HTML (hypertext mark up language) to achieve pixel
perfect renderings of information which has complex information structures.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC26-EscapedXHTML/Index.html

9.20.1. Visual Example

9.20.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Text Block
9.20.3. Description
The Escaped XHTML business use case is basically the same as the Text Block and
Prose business use case. All these business use cases show how information can
be modelled if there is formatted structure to the information or if there is a
desire to model the information as a set, rather than modelling each detailed fact
which may exist in the information set.
9.20.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.20.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


While a business user cannot parse the details of the information set, this
type of an approach can be useful in modelling certain detailed
information.
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9.20.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.21. BUC27 - Using JSON
The JSON business use case models how to articulate data primarily for the
purpose of exchanging a set of information. JSON (pronounced Jayson) is an
approach to formatting data. Other formats such as CSV (comma separated
values) could likewise use this approach.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC27-UsingJSON/Index.html

9.21.1. Visual Example

9.21.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Text Block
9.21.3. Description
JSON (Java Script Object Notation, see http://www.json.org) is a data format
which is similar to CSV but more powerful because it can express a hierarchy.
JSON can be useful in exchanging information, this is how such information can
be modelled using XBRL. CSV or other formats can be used in a similar manner.
9.21.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.21.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


The Using JSON business use case is similar to the Text Block, Prose,
Escaped XHTML use cases in that a set of information is modelled as one
concept and in a business report, that one Fact holds the complete set of
information.



This is one approach to modelling some formatted set of information. CSV
or other data formats could also be used.
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9.21.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.22. BUC28 - General Comment
The General Comment business use case shows how to include a comment
(implemented as an XBRL footnote) within a business report which includes
additional information about a fact which is reported.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC28GeneralComment/Index.html

9.22.1. Visual Example

9.22.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Any, example uses Flat Hierarchy
9.22.3. Description
The General Comment business use case shows how a comment of any sort can
be associated with any fact being reported. In addition, facts can be linked
together indicating that they are related in some arbitrary way. These comments
are implemented as an XBRL footnote.
9.22.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.22.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


The only difference between the Flat Hierarchy and this business use case
is the addition of an XBRL footnote within the business report.
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A specific role and arcrole can be used to categorize an XBRL footnote
which is contained within a business report.



See the Reclassification and Reason Not Reported business use cases
which show other categories of XBRL footnotes.



Note that XBRL footnotes can be used to associate one or more facts to
one or more other Facts, effectively expressing a set of related facts.

9.22.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.23. BUC30 – Classes
The Classes business use case shows how information can be modelled as
concepts or as the members of an [Axis]. Please note the Simple Roll Up business
use case which models the classes of property, plant, and equipment as concepts.
This business use cases models classes of property, plant, and equipment as the
members of an [Axis].
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC30-Classes/Index.html

9.23.1. Visual Example

9.23.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Any, example uses Roll Up
9.23.3. Description
This business use case shows an alternative approach to modelling the Simple
Roll Up business use case. Be sure to compare that business use case with this
business use case noting the difference. There is no difference in the business
semantics between these two use cases.
9.23.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.23.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


The Classes business use cases points out that there are alternative
approaches to modelling the same information. Contrast the approach
used in this use case with the Simple Roll Up use case to see two
approaches to adding taxonomy information: as a concept or as a member
of an [Axis].
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Choosing whether to model information as a concept or as a member of an
[Axis] should be done consistently with some clear strategy being
communicated.



Each approach has various pros and cons. It is these pros and cons which
will generally determine the most appropriate option.



Note that the members of an [Axis] can have what amount to any number
of properties associated with a class. By modelling something as a
concept this is not possible. See the Class Properties business use case.

9.23.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.24. BUC31 - Class Properties
The Class Properties business use case expands on the Classes business use case
showing how concepts can be related to other concepts by an [Axis] is classes are
expressed using [Member]s of an [Axis]. By contrast, [Line Items] expressed
using concepts where there are no [Axis] in common and when they are
expressed in different [Table]s are not related in any way.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC31-ClassProperties/Index.html

9.24.1. Visual Example

9.24.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Hierarchy, Roll Up
9.24.3. Description
In this business use case the policies and the components of property, plant, and
equipment are modelled in different [Table]s because they are presented in
different areas of the report. However, the policies and the components of
property, plant, and equipment are related, even though they are expressed for
presentation purposes in a different area of a report.
When classes of something are modelled as [Member]s of an [Axis], it is easy to
have two different sets of [Line Items] but still keep the relation between those
[Line Items]. This allows for the alternative rendering to easily be created,
combining these two separate sets of [Line Items].
By contrast, if two [Table]s have [Line Items] which are in fact related but there
is nothing, such as an [Axis], a software application has no way of understanding
that the two pieces are related.
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9.24.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.24.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


Note that the policies and components [Table]s share the Class of
Property, Plant and Equipment [Axis].



Note that a software application could easily render the two sets of
information as one set of [Line Items] should the user of this information
prefer this organization.



If there is nothing physically connecting different [Line Items] of different
[Table]s a human reading the information my understand the relation, but
a computer software application will not.

9.24.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.25. BUC32 - Grid
A Grid information model is a pseudo metapattern which uses the presentation
characteristics of the columns and rows of a table to model information. Because
the grid models presentation information and not business semantics, it cannot
be considered a metapattern. However, the grid is included in this list because
the US GAAP Taxonomy uses a grid information model to model the statement of
changes in equity. A grid is more of a technique for presenting information than a
business use case.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC32-Grid/Index.html

9.25.1. Visual Example

9.25.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Grid pseudo metapattern
9.25.3. Description
With the Grid pseudo metapattern, each of the columns of the presentation
identified and articulated as a [Member] of an [Axis]. In this business use case
the [Axis] is “Equity Component [Axis]” which has four [Member]s as there are
four columns. The [Line Items] indicate the rows of the grid. In this case the
rows are actually a roll forward. The cells of the grid represent intersections of
the columns [Axis] and the [Line Items].
9.25.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.25.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
While the grid pseudo metapattern makes for easy rendering of information, it
has to very significant negative aspects. Clues of these negative aspects become
clear by closely examining the fact table of this business use case.
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The Equity Component [Axis] which is generally unique to the [Table] the
grid is modelling causes duplication of concepts. For example, the “Net
Income (Loss)” which will likely appear in other locations in a report such
as a financial statement have either the “Equity [Member]” or “Retained
Earnings (Accumulated Deficit) [Member]” characteristics of the “Equity
Component [Axis]”. This causes these concept to not fit elsewhere in a
report.



A second negative side affect is that the [Line Items] concept which is
used is used in every column. For example, the “Net Income (Loss)”
concept is used in all columns where “Net Income (Loss)” appears.
However, in a financial statement the concepts would actually be different.
For example if a report contained a noncontrolling interest the net income
concepts would be: Net Income (Loss) Applicable to Parent, Net Income
(Loss) Attributable to Noncontrolling Interest, and Net Income (Loss) (i.e.
the total including the portion attributable to the parent plus the portion
attributable to the noncontrolling interest).



Note the XBRL Formulas used to verify the computations of the
information, in particular the second formula.

The following is a screen shot of the fact table for the information in this report
where you can see the impact of the Equity Component [Axis] on the facts:

9.25.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.26. BUC34 - Pivot Table
The Pivot Table business use case shows how to model information which might
commonly be used within an Excel pivot table.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC34-PivotTable/Index.html

9.26.1. Visual Example

9.26.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Any, example uses Hierarchy
9.26.3. Description
The Pivot Table business use case shows information which might commonly
populate an electronic spreadsheet pivot table. In this case, although there are 27
fact values, only one concept is utilized, “Sales”. The one concept is expressed
with characteristics which indicate which business segment and which geographic
area that sales fact value relates to. This is done using the Business Segment
[Axis] and Geographic Area [Axis] to differentiate the facts.
9.26.4. Overview of report elements and relations
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9.26.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


In a spreadsheet pivot table totals are generally not provided, rather the
pivot table computes the totals as needed. However, in this example the
totals are provided.



Alternatively, this information could have been modelled as all concepts,
rather than using the [Axis] to express the business segment and
geographic area. However doing so would make the pivot table less
usable. Note the Class business use case as contrast to the Roll Up
business use case.



Notice that there are three sections of this report: totals, a business
segment breakdown, and a geographic area breakdown. Each of these is
articulated in different [Table]s of information. Alternatively, one single
[Table] could have been used; however, it would be less clear that two
breakdowns were required.



Notice that the [Table]s are not in the desired order in the relations
rendering. This is because the software application is using the alphabetic
order of the label of each network to determine the ordering or sequencing
of the network. Note the Flow business use case in contrast which shows
how to add an ordering of networks and/or [Table]s.
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9.26.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.27. BUC35 - Grouped Report
The Grouped Report business use case is a variation of the Compound Fact use
case which uses a large number of [Axis]. As such, what this use case shows is
complexity in the area of [Axis]. It also introduces the notion of groupings or
levels within a report which summarizes information.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC35-GroupedReport/Index.html

9.27.1. Visual Example

9.27.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Compound Fact, example uses Hierarchy
9.27.3. Description
The Grouped Report business use cases shows that additional characteristics can
be provided for an information set in the form of one or more [Axis]. In this use
case five [Axis] are used to communicate characteristics of the information set.
Other characteristics, such as the ratings in this case, are articulated as concepts
within the set of [Line Items]. Where these characteristics are modelled does
impact how the information can be used.
Also notice the visualization of the example, consider how the information is
grouped. While this business use case shows only a few report rows, there could
be a long list of items being reported and multiple grouping levels based on the
different [Axis] or even the [Line Items].
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9.27.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.27.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


The Grouped Report business use case simply shows a [Table] which has a
larger number of [Axis].



Nothing is really complicated about the use case as compared to other use
cases other than the large number of [Axis] which are used to characterize
the investment information.



A choice needs to be made in many cases to determine if information
should be modelled as an [Axis] or as a concept within the set of [Line
Items]. For example, in this case the Moody Rating and Standard and
Poor Rating might have been modelled as an [Axis]. Likewise the
Investment Description could have been modelled as an [Axis].



Monetary values such as Investment Shares and Investment Value, at
Cost would never be modelled as an [Axis] generally.



Where things are modelled impacts how they are treated by a rendering
application.

9.27.6. Basic automated rendering
Note that none of these renderings are optimal.
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9.28. BUC36 – Flow
The Flow business use case models how to articulate the sequence or ordering of
information within a business report.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC36-Flow/Index.html

9.28.1. Visual Example

9.28.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Any, example uses Hierarchy
9.28.3. Description
The Flow business use case shows that business reports have an ordering or
sequence and how to model that sequence within an XBRL taxonomy by creating
what amounts to a hierarchy of [Tables].
Expressing the hierarchy of [Table]s can be achieved using a number of
approaches. Using the diagram below we will explain the approaches.

The first approach is used by the US GAAP Taxonomy and ordering is achieved by
adding a “number” and a “category” to the network label. In the screen shot
above see the last three items within the presentation view tree. A software
application can order the networks using the numbers, the category, or any part
of the label.
The second approach, used in this example, shows a hierarchy of [Table]s
expressed within the presentation view within a separate network. You can see
this above in the “Report Flow” network. In this example the list is flat, but it
could be a nested hierarchy.
The screen shot below shows an application which utilizes the network numbers
to organize the networks. The selected network and [Table] is selected on the left
and displayed in the software application on the right.
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9.28.4. Overview of report elements and relations

This network shows the report flow being expressed within the Report Flow
network.
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9.28.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


There is no standard approach to expressing the specific ordering or
sequence within a business report.



One approach to expressing an ordering or sequence is to add a number
and category to a network label.
If the application supports that
approach, the number and category can be used for ordering/sequencing.



Another approach is to express a hierarchy of [Table]s within the
presentation or definition linkbase. This is not a standard approach,
however it can be effective and provide a nested hierarchy. Note that
networks cannot be nested.



Contrast this use case with the Pivot Table use case which does not
provide the flow information, but all other aspects of the use case are the
same.

9.28.6. Basic automated rendering
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XBRL Cloud renderings:
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9.29. BUC41 – Restatement
The Restatement business use case shows how to model an accounting
restatement due to a change in accounting policy or the correction of an error. It
also points out the notion of integrity between [Table]s within a business report.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC41-Restatement/Index.html

9.29.1. Visual Example

9.29.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Roll Forward, Roll Up, Adjustment
9.29.3. Description
The Restatement business use case shows how to model an accounting
restatement due to a prior period adjustment from an accounting error or a
change in accounting policy. Also see the Adjustment business use case.
Note that the balance sheet is a Roll Up as is the income statement. The prior
period adjustment is an Adjustment metapattern. The changes in equity is a Roll
Forward.
The different [Table]s need to properly relate to one another just like components
of a financial statement need to properly tie together.
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9.29.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.29.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:
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Note the Roll Up, Roll Forward, and Adjustment business use cases for
detailed information about those specific use cases. This use case points
out how different components relate to one another.



Notice how the moving pieces of this use case impact multiple areas of the
business report shown in this use case namely the balance sheet, income
statement, and the statement of changes in equity.



The [Axis] used on each [Table] are logical and the different facts properly
relate to one another.



Facts in the XBRL instance are not duplicated. Net Income (Loss), for
example, appears on both the income statement and in the statement of
changes in equity. Likewise, Retained Earnings (Accumulated Losses)
appears on both the balance sheet and the statement of changes in
equity.



The prior period adjustment and the changes in equity are modelled in
separate [Table]s because the renderings have different slicers, columns
and rows.

9.29.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.30. BUC42 - Reissue Report
The Reissue Report business use case shows how to model the reissuance of a
business report for, say, a report which has been recalled because of a major
problem.
Additionally, the business rule used with this report models a roll up which makes
use of a tolerance. (This has nothing to do with the reissue use case, the business
rule simply shows that use case.)
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC42-ReissueReport/Index.html

9.30.1. Visual Example

9.30.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Any, example uses Roll Up
9.30.3. Description
The Reissue Report business use case shows how the reissuance of a financial
statement can be handled. Note that the entire report is reissued, resulting in a
different report date. The report date is indicated by the Report Date [Axis]. This
fragment is in all other ways the same as the Roll Up business use case.
9.30.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.30.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


Sometimes major errors are made and reports need to be reissued.
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Different regulators or others using reports could have different
mechanisms for determining a report date. One common mechanism is
the date of the audit, review, or compilation if a third party public
accountant is involved with the report. For the SEC the filing date may be
considered the report date.



If data exists within a system used for analysis and a report is reissued,
that system needs to be updated with the new report and could contain
both the original report and the reissued report. Those reports need to be
differentiated in some way.



Note the business rule which models the roll up business rule using a
tolerance.

9.30.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.31. BUC43– Reclassification
The Reclassification business use case shows how to model information which was
reported with one classification in a prior period but has been reclassified in a
current report to conform to the current classifications of the information. This is
a classic accounting reclassification of, say, balance sheet line items.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC43-Reclassification/Index.html

9.31.1. Visual Example

9.31.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Any, example uses Roll Up
9.31.3. Description
The Reclassification business use case shows how to handle an accounting type of
reclassification. In this case, Other Property, Plant, and Equipment, Net
previously reported as $11,462 in another report is broken out into its
components for the prior period 2009 classification in order to be consistent with
the current period 2010 classification. All other aspects of this business use case
are the same as the Roll Up business use case.
9.31.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.31.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


Reported information is sometimes reclassified to match current
classifications. These reclassifications must be identifiable in some way.
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A footnote could be used to identify reclassifications.



The fact that a reclassification has been made to line items of a financial
report is generally required, this use case is not attempting to address this
requirement. This use case focuses on the dynamics of the facts which
have been reported which have been reclassified.



The amounts of reclassified line items is not required to be disclosed (the
lighter gray facts), they are provided here only to help understand the use
case.

9.31.6. Basic automated rendering

Firefox viewer:
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9.32. BUC44 - Reason Not Reported
The Reason Not Reported business use case show how to model information
which is required to be reported, but for some reason the information is not
available, unknown, or for some other reason cannot be determined and
therefore cannot be reported.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC44ReasonNotReported/Index.html

9.32.1. Visual Example

9.32.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Any, example uses Hierarchy
9.32.3. Description
The Reason Not Reported business use case shows how sometimes information
for a fact might not be reportable. This is different than (a) actually reporting a
value such as zero or (b) not providing the fact at all. Rather, in this use case a
fact is reported but the fact has a NIL attribute value. There could be a variety of
reasons as to why a NIL value was reported such as the information is unknown,
the information is unavailable, the information is required to be reported by it is
not applicable, or some other reason. An XBRL footnote is used to articulate the
specific reason a NIL value was reported.
9.32.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.32.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:
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Someone counted 14 different reasons why a fact might be reported as
NIL.



A footnote is used to provide details as to why the information was not
reported. Standardized categories or reasons could be created to make
the footnote more useful.

9.32.6. Basic automated rendering
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9.33. BUC99 - Non Financial Information
The Non Financial Information business use case is really nothing new, rather it
makes the point that the business use cases cover not just financial information,
but rather any information: financial or non financial. This business use case is
created using Lorem Ipsum (http://www.lipsum.com/) dummy text.
http://www.xbrlsite.com/DigitalFinancialReporting/BusinessUseCases/2011-07-15/BUC99NonFinancialInformation/Index.html

9.33.1. Visual Example

9.33.2. Metapattern(s) employed
Any, example uses Compound Fact, Hierarchy
9.33.3. Description
The Non Financial Information business use case is Simple Compound Fact
business use case modelled with meaningless dummy placeholder text. The point
is to show that there is nothing special necessary to model non financial
information in XBRL. Any non financial use case can be modelled as the financial
reporting examples shown. Information is simply text and numbers; whether it is
financial or non financial is not a consideration really.
9.33.4. Overview of report elements and relations

9.33.5. Important characteristics and dynamics
The following is a summary of the important characteristics and dynamics of this
business case which should be considered:


This use case shows that there is no difference between modelling
financial and non-financial information. Both are numbers and text used
within a specific business domain.



You can look at any of these business use cases and ignore the actual text
you see and focus on the patterns and semantics of the relations which is
more the focus of the business use cases.
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9.33.6. Basic automated rendering
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